Miata engine bay

This page is for personal, non-commercial use. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also
how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories
free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site,
we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading
Autoblog. Long Term. Our Mazda MX-5 Miata has the best engine bay in the business. Joel
Stocksdale. Share 0 Comments. One of the things that's really disappointing about modern cars
is how they all hide their technology under a proverbial bushel. You pop the hood, and nine
times out of 10, you're faced with some amount of black plastic hiding the functional bits. On
some cars the plastic covers the bare minimum to have a "presentable" engine. Others have
every tank, hose, wire and screw buried under a layer of smooth plastic. Few exemplify this
practice better than engine bay of the current Lexus LS , seen below. If Lexus was this
embarrassed about its engine, maybe it should have simply bolted the hood shut. However, like
with weight gain and power creep, our fourth-generation Mazda MX-5 Miata bucks the plastic
trend. Lift the aluminum hood of the little roadster, and you travel back in time more than a
decade. See the gallery up top. Only one bit of decorative plastic is in sight, and it proclaims the
car's Skyactiv technology and hides some of the wires leading to the ignition coils. Otherwise,
nothing else is obscured. The shock tower braces, manifolds, battery terminals, the whole
shebang is all right there for you to see. What's particularly amazing is that it all looks good.
Even in some cars that eschew plastic covers, it's no guarantee of an attractive engine bay. We
just had a new Honda Civic Sport hatchback seen immediately above , and while it doesn't sport
a plastic engine cover, you can see from the photo that it's not particularly attractive with tubes
and cables snaking every which way. But in the Miata , the hoses and wires are kept to a
minimum, and the ones that are there are arranged in a way that isn't haphazard or tangled.
Then, in the middle, there's the clean, simple aluminum cam cover as the gleaming centerpiece,
similar to those of the first- and second-generation cars. As the owner of a '99 Miata, this detail
in particular gives me the warm fuzzies. The fully exposed engine bay fits with the Miata's
personality. The car is very straightforward, it features just the absolute minimum of style and
comfort additions, and is highly accessible. I would say the Miata's engine bay is the window to
its soul, if driving it didn't offer a clearer picture. Related Video:. Sign in to post. X Sign in to
post Please sign in to leave a comment. View More. Thank You Thanks for subscribing. Check
your in-box to get started. Sign Up More Info. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please
consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on
the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to
run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual application you have
running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off
your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to
perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please
follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. Please enter a display name.
Cancel Change Name. It has never been one to shy away from experimenting with new ideas
and innovating. Regardless, Mazda is perhaps most well-known by petrolheads as the sole
purveyor of contemporary rotary-powered vehicles. Of course, not even Mazda sells a
rotary-powered vehicle nowadays. It has only introduced rotary concepts every now and then to
appease its fans. The MX-5 has no particularly notable engineering feats like its RX peers.
Mazda built the MX-5 to be a straightforward front-engine rear-wheel driven sports car without
implementing any excess. It must offer a driving experience where the driver can focus solely
on actually driving the car. Essentially, the driver should be able to become one with the MX
Therefore, it makes sense that the MX-5 Miata community is absolutely enormous. No other car
can quite offer the poised handling any generation of MX-5 touts. Regardless, no car is perfect.
For many, something like the Golf R offers addictive acceleration while remaining impressively
practical. And for those seeking the decorous, yet entertaining handling characteristics for an
affordable price, there is always the GT What the MX-5 has to offer, others are catching up on.
Still, there is something inexplicably charming about the MX-5 Miatas, which is why they are still
such a beloved sports car. Thanks to the fact that over a million MX-5s have been built and sold,
the aftermarket industry for the MX-5 is gigantic. People have many ways to make the MX-5
faster, from mild intake and exhaust mods to complete engine conversion kits. In fact, MX-5
Miatas are some of the most common platforms to perform engine conversions. Their
front-engine rear-wheel-drive platform enables a variety of engines to be tucked beneath the
appropriately sized engine bay. Of course, some engine conversions are ridiculous and would
only function on a drag strip. However, there are plenty of options that are surprisingly sensible
and realistic which can actually enhance the driving experience of your own MX-5 Miata. The
most enjoyable thing about Miata ownership is the fact that parts are affordable and readily
available. In general, Miatas are also very reliable for a convertible sports car. Undertaking an

engine conversion is a major task by any means. The simple fact of the matter is that you will
end up spending more money than you expect to when making major changes to your car.
Since you will be essentially disassembling your Miata anyways, the old adage is to stick with
the cheapest running Miata you can find. Treat it like a blank canvas that has limitless potential,
which any cheap Miata will serve the purpose. Regardless, it is agreed that the first NA and
second-generation NB Miatas are the best for those who want to perform an engine conversion.
For one, these are the most developed chassis in the aftermarket, and most kits are
purpose-built for the NA and NB chassis. They share similar chassis and drivetrain
construction. This means that parts are more readily available and are more affordable than the
later, newer Miatas. The NC and ND Miatas have more electronics that might not function after
you transplant the entire drivetrain of another car into them. With the NA and NB models, you
have the distinct advantage of being able to read up about your intended mod online. These are
also some of the most affordable Miatas available on the second-hand market today. The NA
Miatas are the lightest one available, but due to the rapidly surging interest, prices are
beginning to go up. The NB Miatas are equally great options for engine conversions. Due to the
approachability of Miata engine conversions, many aftermarket companies have also
manufactured engine swap kits for the Miata. Your choice depends on your personal goal. The
easy answer for most US folks piqued at the notion of a V8 propelled Miata. In fact, the LS
engine might be the second most commonplace engine swap for the Miata. Just before a 1. For
one, in the US at least, LS engines are everywhere. Whether if it came out of a truck or a
Corvette, LS engines are still very capable. Because of that, the aftermarket industry for the LS
engines is massive. Due to the way that the LS engine is configured: a degree V8 with pushrod
actuated cams, it touts a surprisingly low profile. If you hunt for a Corvette LS, then the
all-aluminium construction means that the LS engine is lighter than you might expect. If you
have the money, you can get a turn-key conversion carried out professionally by them too.
Given the amount of information readily available online, you can always study what others
have done to make the LS work within a Miata. If you have the money to spare to save you a bit
of welding time, then V8Roadsters offer an LSx mounting kit for different generation Miatas. As
their moniker suggests, V8 powered Miatas are their forte. Their kits are often regarded as high
quality and built well. In fact, there is quite a bit of cutting and welding to do, so to perform a
DIY job you need some fabrication know-how. The recommended generation for an LS swap is
the NC. The main advantages are that the SBFs often cost less to convert into a Miata chassis.
In fact, one can be made to fit into the Miata without needing a welder, so less fabricating is
necessary. SBFs are also rather easy to source from the scrapyard, and most people in the US
have one lying around already. However, small-block Fords have less power and torque
available in general. The 5. That said, horsepower in a Miata is often more than enough for most
people. The LS engines also offer the T56 6-speed, which is a very capable transmission with
more speeds. Monster Miata is the go-to choice for Ford V8 Miata conversions. General Ford V8
swap information is available right here. For those seeking a bit more finesse in their Miata
engine swap builds, then a V6 might be more appropriate for the application. You have less
weight and torque than a V8, which strikes a balance point for a car such as the tiny Miata.
These are popular due to their more compact degree design. Compared to most engine
conversion candidates, the LFX is considerably newer. However, nowadays many have
undergone the process of the swap, and thus documentation is readily available online. Manual
transmission LFXs are preferable because you need less wiring to get it going, but V8Roadsters
can provide you with a solution regardless. They also sell conversion packages for various
generation LFX Miatas. Due to its modest length though, the weight distribution of an LFX Miata
remains nearly neutral. Because of its diminutive stature, less fabricating is necessary to make
it fit. In fact, the stock radiator and fan mounting location can be maintained. Rocketeer is a
venerated purveyor of V6 swapped Miatas and generally pioneered Duratec V6 swaps for the
Miata. More specifically, the AJ V6 found from various Jaguars of the s are just ideal for their
inherent emphasis on performance. Rocketeer can sell you either a restomod, turnkey
conversions or even a DIY package. In fact, you can even buy a Jaguar AJ V6 directly from
them. However, you can always source your own Duratec 30 and purchase their swap kits to
keep the cost down. These engines are also fully aluminium, weighing in at approximately kg
with ancillaries. When stock, these engines generally produce around to horsepower depending
on where you sourced yours from. The Jaguar variants are preferred for their longitudinal
layout, highly oversquare nature and greater power output. Super Fast Minis have even
developed a swap kit for it. The motive of Super Fast Mini is to provide a fast Miata without
upsetting the delicate handling balance while keeping it budget-friendly. Hence the kit is
developed with DIYers in mind. Not much metalwork is necessary to make the swap work, and
wiring is straightforward. Nowadays, K-swapping cars are getting increasingly common. And

surprisingly, the K-series engines are regarded as the perfect fit for a Miata. Little needs to be
said about these remarkable engines. Despite the increase in displacement and
transverse-orientation, these engines will fit into a Miata without too much bodywork. Since
budget is the main concern for most folks intrigued by a K-swap, KPower recommends a K24Ax
engine. You can find these out of the 7th generation Honda Accord. However, if you want a nice,
reliable horsepower, torquey Miata on a budget, then the K24Z3 out of the 8th gen Accord is
ideal. Due to its mono-exit extractor, the stock Miata subframe can be retained. They also have
less displacement, which means less torque for around the same power. This considered as
one of the most straightforward engine conversions you can do. People say that the Miata
actually feels brisk after the swap. The stock engine mounts and transmission bolts right in too,
so not much fabrication necessary here. The main advantages of the rotary engines are the
dimensions and weight. Lucky7Racing has also developed a mounting kit for those that are
interested. Fabrication skills and patience are a requirement for this swap. Gains are dependent
on which rotary you go for, but in general rotary engines respond very positively towards
modifications. This list is just scratching the surface of a huge iceberg. Being such a
commonplace sportscar platform, the MX-5 Miata appeals to tons of enthusiasts. With
enthusiasts come modifications, and engine conversions just happen to be one thing the Miata
is suitable for. There are still some oddball swaps out there that are just too expensive or
illogical. Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this
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and costs. According to the Internet, just about any engine can be swapped into just about any
car on just about any weekend. Well, first of all, we thought the Miata twin-cam better fit the
spirit of the car. We bought a very beat-up Miata for a donor. Another reason we chose the Miata
twin-cam is that its power curve is a nice fit for the car. As the dyno graph shows, the stock 1. It
also has nearly more usable rpm at the top end. Sure, other swaps can make more power, but
the 1. We pulled the engine, gearbox, wiring harness and ECU from the Miata. The clutch master
cylinder, throttle cable and driveshaft would come in handy later, so we set them aside. We
decided not to part out anything from the engine bay until we were finished with the transplant.
Some time with a tape measure told us that our MGB was going to need some initial surgery
before we could set the Miata engine in place. We used a reciprocating saw to quickly cut off the
factory engine mounts, then followed with a cutoff wheel and grinder to make it look like the

mounts were never there. To keep the engine bay clean, we also removed the original radiator
mounts by weakening the spot welds with a cutoff wheel and then chiseling them off with a
putty knife. To fit this later radiator setup, we just had to cut down the radiator duct panel. We
cut it back with a cutoff wheel in a die grinder. For the pan to clear it, the crossmember would
have to be notched. We also knew that either the front pulley would need to be cut down or the
steering rack movedâ€”again, another crossmember issue. The later crossmember used on the
rubber-bumper MGBs offers more clearance for the oil pan, front pulley and steering rack.
Nothing comes without compromise, though, and this crossmember is no exception: It raises
the ride height. Now that we had the right amount of room in the engine bay, we lowered in the
Miata engine and gearbox for the first test fitting. We wanted about half an inch of clearance
between the oil pan and the crossmember, so we set the engine on a half-inch piece of plywood.
To hold the rear of the driveline, we made a temporary gearbox crossmember by replacing the
stock part with a piece of angle iron. Now that the engine was roughly placed in its new home,
we started to plan its exact location. Since the MGB gearbox tunnel is not symmetrical, we
ended up with the engine slightly offset toward the passenger side of the car. We used our line
to make sure the engine was positioned properly, with the rear gearbox flange parallel to the
differential flange. The MGB engine sits at a 3-degree angle, and we wanted to duplicate that
with our Miata engine. This would retain the original pinion angle and ensure that the U-joints
work on parallel planes. To accomplish this, first we shimmed the car to make sure it was level.
Then we shimmed the engine and transmission to be level side-to-side and slope 3 degrees
front to back. To help with weight distribution, we wanted to set the engine as low and as far
back in the chassis as possible. We also wanted to keep the shifter close to its original location
and avoid cutting the heater shelf â€”the underhood support that holds the heater unit. We
maneuvered the engine and gearbox to a position that nearly met these goals. We had two
options: Cut the tunnel or modify the shifter itself. To make the puzzle pieces fit, we made a
rough cut. We wanted our swap to fit under the stock bonnet, so we double-checked the fit once
the engine was in place. An often overlooked step in an engine swap is leaving room to perform
service in the future. We made sure we could remove and replace the oil filter, starter and
several other components while the new engine was in position. Why turn a swap into a
headache? We checked and rechecked all of our measurements, clearances, angles, component
removal spaces, shifter placement and so on. I think that is an excellent choice for a swap. If
things would have been different at Leyland they could have gone with a similar engine and
kept building them for at least another five years. I built mine a little different and used an old
Big Block Chevy that I had laying around for 30 years. I should have left it laying as it blew up
shortly after this picture was taken! It really was a lot of engine for that car but it was fun while it
lasted! It now has a little Chevy in it and the engine bay looks positively huge in comparison.
I've bought another Big Block but I'm in no hurry to install it as it really is a lot nicer to drive
with the small block. The engine was so loud that I couldn't tell that the engine was in destruct
mode. I thought a rocker had came loose or something. This car has a C4 front frame clip
merged into the MGB tub. In setting up my motor mounts, I focused on getting the engine block
bolt holes pretty much directly above the chassis mounting points. Others focused on getting
the motor down and back as far as they could, and still more or less fit the tunnel. Seemed like
no problem to build the brackets a little longer to bridge the gap. But apparently the length is
acting like a lever trying to jack around the mounting bolts. In practice, the guys that took this
approach have been breaking the mounting studs off their motor mounts, often enough that it's
part of their periodic pre-autocross equipment check. It really stinks to lift the motor, get a
puller tap in there to pull the broken bolt out of the block, and put in another mount. You'll need
to log in to post. Log in. Login Digital Edition Buy a Subscription. Photography by Carl
Heideman and Alan Dalman. Step 2: Match the Engine to the Chassis Another reason we chose
the Miata twin-cam is that its power curve is a nice fit for the car. Step 4: Measure Twice, Cut
Once Some time with a tape measure told us that our MGB was going to need some initial
surgery before we could set the Miata engine in place. Step 7: Time to Test-Fit Now that we had
the right amount of room in the engine bay, we lowered in the Miata engine and gearbox for the
first test fitting. Step 8: Mock Up Mounts To hold the rear of the driveline, we made a temporary
gearbox crossmember by replacing the stock part with a piece of angle iron. Step 9: Center Fit
Now that the engine was roughly placed in its new home, we started to plan its exact location.
Step Set the Engine Low and Far Back To help with weight distribution, we wanted to set the
engine as low and as far back in the chassis as possible. Step One Last Test Fit We wanted our
swap to fit under the stock bonnet, so we double-checked the fit once the engine was in place.
Step Plan Now For Later Service An often overlooked step in an engine swap is leaving room to
perform service in the future. Step Make Some Mounts We checked and rechecked all of our
measurements, clearances, angles, component removal spaces, shifter placement and so on.

Join Free. My steps are: 1- sawzall what i think needs cut 2- mount new engine 3- weld in some
of the stuff i cut out in step 1 because i cut too much. I like the direction this is headed. A few of
us have been mounting Ford motors in BMW sports sedan chassis. I wish i had reread this
article before starting in the swap in the miata. However, had i planned better i don't think i
would have done it. So sometimes, for some people, NOT planning and thinking ahead works
better. By the way, dont take my approach. Its a lot of unnecessary work and aggravation.
Dusterbd13 said: I wish i had reread this article before starting in the swap in the miata. Best
way to understand the value of parachute design is to step out of an airplane without one. Try
Our Other Magazine. Get our newsletter Sign up. Follow us on. All rights reserved. Site by Rise.
We carry a wide-ranging catalog of used Mazda engines for all applications including gas and
diesel engines. Purchase from us and get an industry leading warranty on used engines and
transmissions. Our used engines, transmissions, Rear Axle, Transfer Case Assembly, and
Suspension Cross Member K Frame are covered under a 1-year warranty from the date of
purchase, included for free! Search your perfect used engine and used transmission on our
website or in the catalog and if you can't find it then give us a call and we will find perfect used
engine and used transmission for you. You will be surprised at the prices we quote, as we have
a very large network of salvage yards in US. Select Year. Select Engine Size. Search Engine.
Description : Gas Engine Mazda Tribute. Fits : gasoline, 3. Stock Number : TCG. More
Information. Description : Gas Engine Mazda 3. Fits : 2. Stock Number : TCL. Fits : gasoline , 3.
Fits : gasoline , 2. Description : Gas Engine Mazda 6. Fits : 4 Cyl, cid 2. Stock Number : TCM.
Stock Number : TCK. You will be surprised at the prices we quote, as we have a very large
network of salvage yards in US To find the best quality used engines and used transmission or
submit inquiry from. The Mazda Miata is one of the most fun cars to drive. There are ways to
make the Miata even better! The Mazda Miata is known for being fast around corners, making it
a lot of fun to drive. While wheels and tires come into play here, the most common handling
upgrades are to the suspension. There are many ways to do this. Upgrading your suspension to
coilovers might be one of the best bang for buck modifications you can make to a Miata. The list
goes on. Among our circles, lowering springs are generally considered Miata cosmetic mods.
They get your car lower to the ground, which is usually the first exterior modification that most
car enthusiasts will do. Lowering springs are different than coilovers because they work with
your existing shock absorbers. Done correctly, they:. Not all coilovers are built for every
generation of Miata. If you care about comfort however, finding some extra cash to spend on a
better quality set of coilovers is a good decision. The coilovers below will treat you well on a
track day, but are still comfortable enough for street use:. Usually we find, anything more
aggressive than these and your Miata is becoming a purpose built race car. With age, the rubber
in the suspension bushings of your Miata will break down, allowing more movement of the
control arms. This will make your handling sloppy. To protect against that, new bushings
replace every piece of rubber in the suspension, including the control arms, differential mounts,
sway bars, and end links. Here are some of the best value kits on the market:. Zero camber
means your wheels are set up straight up and down. If the top of the wheel is leaning in toward
the Miata, this is negative camber. If the top of the wheel is leaning away from the car, this is
positive camber. Camber arms are most commonly needed in the rear end of a Miata, but some
people do need that adjustability in the front end too. A suspension control arm, or A-arm, links
the suspension between the chassis and the hub that carries the wheel. Control arms can also
carry the suspension load of your Miata and transmit them to the spring or shock absorbers.
Upgrading your brakes is one of the best mods you can do to enhance performance and
handling. Nothing gives you more confidence than knowing that you can jump on the brakes
and make that next turn. There are plenty of ways to modify your brakes, from just upgrading
the brake pads to installing entire big brake kits. Obviously the price can really increase here,
making them expensive modifications. You need to replace your brake pads often, as they wear
out. This is the perfect time to get an upgrade in though. These pads are our favorites for limited
brake squeal, working well while cold, and yet great performance:. If you can handle some extra
noise, and the need to warm them up a bit more, check out these track pads:. You can get away
with them for the street, just so long as you know the downsides. Your pads are only as good as
your brake rotors. Bad rotors means faster pad wear and lower braking performance. They are
necessary to change out as they dull over time. Here are some of the best aftermarket brake
rotors:. This means you can brake harder for longer before your braking system gets to boiling
point and ideally never does. The oversized caliper of a big brake kit houses an oversized brake
pad to increase the surface area of the brake pad hitting the brake rotor. Do note that a BBK
usually means having to upgrade to larger wheels too. Braided brake hose or lines are flexible
hoses that fit to a hydraulic brake system. Combined with new rotors and upgraded pads they
can really transform the feeling of OEM calipers. About every 30, miles you should have your

brake fluid flushed. Flushing removes all the old fluid from the system and gets new, clean fluid
inside. Is it a modification? When you flush, why not refill with some top-shelf, upgraded brake
fluid? You should always match the quality of your fluid with increased demands from your
driving and aftermarket braking system. Here are the standard wheel sizes for each generation
Miata, including diameter and width, offset, and bolt pattern PCD. Both of these wheels are
available in a range of sizes to suit your needs, just make sure to get the right bolt pattern for
your Miata! With suspension, wheels and brakes out of the way, this is the time when people
begin to think about safety and the interior of their car. The snugger you can feel while
cornering hard the better, in our opinion! When it comes to more cosmetic mods for your
interior though, you might want to look at a replacement steering wheel, short shifter and
weighted gear knob. Performance modifications enhance your horsepower and torque. There
are many ways to upgrade your performance with aftermarket parts, whether that be replacing
the air intake, the exhaust system, or the cats and pipes. Cooler air brings more oxygen into the
combustion chamber, which in theory means more power. In reality, it means your car will run
at a cooler temperature, may be a little bit responsive, and will growl more under acceleration.
The Miata is a versatile car, able to handle winding roads, the track, and regular street driving. A
good exhaust will make your car sound amazing, giving it some roar and rumble. The right
exhaust will also look great. It will also effect how your car drives on the road,
performance-wise. And some will say it could give you some better gas mileage, along with
performance gains through more horsepower, and torque. The Mazda Miata in its
naturally-aspirated state, without a turbocharger, runs best with a 2. Larger than that and it will
drone like crazy , and probably lose power. They also have a nicer finish than the stock exhaust,
so to some people they are cosmetic mods as well. Exhaust headers will give you modest
performance gains and a better sounding car. NA Miata headers are becoming harder to find.
NB headers will fit, but usually require some minor work to get them fitting correctly. Or , you
could do it right and install a turbo or supercharger kit. When making performance mods,
remember that a clutch upgrade is also in order. Your standard clutch will be slipping in no time
if you begin to put HP through it on a daily basis. But as NC and ND Miatas get older and their
drivers get bolder, more and more people are trying to see what they can fit under the hood. But
the truth is, the OEM engines perform well with some forced induction, either with a turbo or
supercharger kit. A turbo kit literally forces air into your engine. It sits off your exhaust manifold
and runs off your exhaust gases to create air pressure. The downside is, high-power turbo
conversions are known to be laggy. You can put your foot down but it can take a second or two
to really get going. Superchargers are more direct than turbo kits, connecting via a belt to the
engine. They also bring much quicker acceleration than a turbo kit, which is why we prefer
them. Here are some of our favorites:. There are hundreds of different mods available to Miata
owners. These are just some of the most important. Have any must-have upgrades that your
want to share with other Miata owners? Let us know by leaving a comment. What are the
prospects for picking up some additional power in ND cars using techniques from the ND2
engines? Honestly you are the best person ever for making this list, you deserve so much
recognition for this! Also wondering if you have another one but for more cosmetic things?
Keep up the great work! This is an awesome list that I have referred to multiple times. But I
definitely think you guys should add a section on tires. Having proper, sticky tires is the only
way to actually make use of the handling and power upgrades that you are recommending. Not
only do they look fantastic, they seriously reduce the under-hood temps and coorsponding heat
soak. Your email address will not be published. Up next. Share article The post has been shared
by 16 people. Facebook 5. Twitter 0. Pinterest Mail 0. This guide will walk you through what we
think are the best Mazda Miata mods out there. Handling Mods for the Mazda Miata The Mazda
Miata is known for being fast around corners, making it a lot of fun to drive. Lowering Springs
Among our circles, lowering springs are generally considered Miata cosmetic mods. Done
correctly, they: make your car look cooler than it did when it rolled out of the factory thanks to a
lower ride height , lower your center of mass, which helps your car to handle better and corner
flatter, correctly matched shock valving and spring rates can help your Miata to give a more
comfortable ride, while performing better. Affordable Coilovers Not all coilovers are built for
every generation of Miata. Negative camber allows your wheels to flatten out when cornering.
This increases corner grip. Brake Pads You need to replace your brake pads often, as they wear
out. Outside of simply having low brand pads, there are a few reasons to change out your pads:
Maybe you want to stop on a dime in the shortest possible distance. BUT, they do look damn
cool. Miata Brake Hose Kits Braided brake hose or lines are flexible hoses that fit to a hydraulic
brake system. But first, here are the basics. This means they can be ordered to suit every
generation Miata. Interior Upgrades With suspension, wheels and brakes out of the way, this is
the time when people begin to think about safety and the interior of their car. Get a roll bar for

your Miata already! Mazda Miata Performance Mods Performance modifications enhance your
horsepower and torque. Cold Air Intakes Cold air intakes allow your engine to breathe better.
They position the air filter so cooler air can be sucked into the engine for combustion. But it
sure was quiet straight off the Mazda production line. From our guide to aftermarket Miata
exhaust systems It will also effect how your car drives on the road, performance-wise. These
cheap exhausts are still goodâ€”better than the stock exhaust system. Some cool options: 2.
Thanks for your feedback, Tony. Thank you for making this list. It has been very helpful. Leave a
Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Updated March - It's a lot of work,
it's kind of inconvenient, and if done incorrectly can be downright dangerous - but
lawdalmighty, when executed correctly, can send your project build to the next level of
lust-worthiness. Originally published in , take a gander at your updated guide to a proper
shaved and tucked engine bay. Smoothing out the sheet metal around your engine and ditching
or tucking away all kinds of bits that you don't want seeing the light of day won't make you go
any faster. It also won't make your car any safer, it won't let it pass an emissions test any easier,
and it's on the top of your to-do list this side of an unreasonable ride height and rims that cost
more than your whole Civic. Execute things right, though, and a properly shaved and tucked
engine bay can make whatever trade-offs you've had to make entirely worth it. Know that the
year-old with the dumped Integra on Instagram didn't invent the whole idea of a shaved and
tucked engine bay and you already know half the story. Carburetor-era hot rodders like your
grandpappy have been smoothing out firewalls and concealing things like brake lines since the
days when street racing was a wrist-slapping offense and the thought of mandatory smog
checks was about as likely as men walking around with hair buns. It's the VW and Honda
masses who've turned their engine bays into blank canvases, though, and as it turns out,
there's a whole lot more to doing it right than you think. A shaved and tucked bay isn't an
all-or-nothing proposition. Smooth out that firewall and stow away that wiring harness but leave
that power steering pump and those brake lines alone. Or tuck it all away and get rid of every bit
of nonsense the guy who designed your car thought you needed but is too big of an eyesore for
you. There's no right or wrong plan, but there are all kinds of wrong ways of going about doing
it. Read on and shave and tuck your engine bay the right way. The Body: You're in for a whole
lot of bodywork, so if you've ever thought about painting the outside of that ratty of yours,
now's the time to do it. Shaving that engine bay starts with removing the engine and just about
everything else from under the hood. And by everything else, we mean every bolt, bracket, and
line you see. Get yourself a pneumatic air grinder, stick a wire brush on the end of it, and cancel
your Netflix and chill because you'll be stuck removing whatever seam sealant you can find for
the next several hours. Whoever made your car applied that sealant to just about anything that
was welded or butted together underneath your hood to prevent corrosion and keep paint from
cracking, but sealant's ugly and the ugly's got to go. The shaved part of that shaved engine bay
starts with you figuring out which bolt holes and openings throughout your firewall, shock
towers, and frame rails can be closed up. Plan on relocating that brake proportioning valve
someplace else, for instance? Might as well say goodbye to those mounting holes. You'll need
basic fab skills to go any further, though. Here, you'll be cutting sheet metal to fit those holes
and welding them into place before assuming body shop duties. Here, any paint near whatever
hole you'll be welding up's got to be thoroughly removed. Grab that air grinder, swap that wire
brush for a cutoff wheel, and smooth out those booger welds you just gobbed into place. Apply
a thin layer of body filler throughout the bay before sanding it all down to a smooth finish.
According to Downstar Inc. That seam sealant you just got rid of helped absorb vibrations and
flex that occurs in the chassis where sheet metal joints are butted or welded together; without it
and with too much body filler, the chances of your paint not cracking are about as likely as
man-buns being a good idea. Chacon follows a different approach, applying self-leveling seam
sealer throughout the bay for a smoother look. The Electrical: There are as many ways to tuck
away that wiring and those electrical bits underneath your hood as there are hacks who've got
no business using a soldering iron. It starts with relocating that battery and under-hood fuse
box someplace you'll never see them, like in the trunk or, in the case of the fuse box, under the
dash. When relocating that battery to the rear, Chacon says to make sure it's still accessible
and to not skimp on wiring thickness. For everything else, you'll need to cut, splice, and
lengthen every wire, but if you're slightly more sophisticated you'll de-pin them all from their
connectors and replace them with longer, splice-free sections. And don't even think about using
butt connectors. Garcia says that no matter which method you use, you'd better label every
connector and every wire before disconnecting a thing or, better yet, modify one wire at time to
avoid mixing everything up. Plan on routing that harness inside that frame rail? Good luck
diagnosing that next electrical short that'll happen about two days from now. The Brakes: Your
car's brake booster works in tandem with your car's master cylinder, allowing you to slow down

and stop that 3,lb. Ditch that booster and your brakes'll still work, but those chicken legs of
yours will have to work a whole lot harder to make it all happen. Get even more serious by
relocating that proportioning valve and whatever brake lines normally run past your firewall
underneath your dash. Here, the right fittings and you knowing how to properly bend and
double flare those custom brake lines you're about to make can mean the difference between
success or your car not stopping when you need it to. Or follow Chacon's advice and get
yourself a pre-made kit made up of flexible lines. The Smog: If your car's old enough-say, OBDI
or prior, or you've got some sort of standalone engine management system, you can ditch
almost all of your engine's emissions bits without affecting drivability or performance, and with
nary a check engine light. That doesn't make it right and it doesn't make it legal, but it doesn't
make it untrue. Most of the time, unloading all of this is about as easy as plucking the
evaporative emissions canister out along with its lines, unbolting a purge solenoid or two from
the firewall, and throwing it all in a pile until you get pulled over and are forced to put it all back
on. Everything Else: It's difficult having a show-worthy engine bay with all sorts of aluminum
tubes and rubber hoses getting in the way. When nixing power steering, swapping steering
racks for a non-power-steering version will make being able to manhandle that steering wheel
without any hydraulic assistance a whole lot easier. Shaved and tucked engine bays aren't all
rainbows and trophies. Go overboard or do it wrong and you've just made that electrical
connector impossible to access or that fuel line a roadside inferno waiting to happen. Turns out
somebody smarter than you strategically placed just about everything underneath your hood
with future accessibility in mind. In other words, those engineers wanted you to be able to swap
that blown amp fuse on the side of the freeway without having to disassemble your dashboard.
Tuck that harness and stash away any of those fuses and relays deep enough, and you've just
made diagnosing that electrical problem you're about to have a whole lot tougher. Smog
Checks? Forget About 'Em: Depending on where your car's registered, tossing or tucking away
some of those engine-related bits is probably illegal. It's against the law to remove anything
emissions-related no matter where you live and, in some states-we're looking at you,
California-so much as relocating any of this is also a no-no, the consequences of which range
from a failed emissions test to a rejected vehicle registration to a fine that you can't afford.
Garcia says that you'd better know what you're up against before starting. Brake Fluid and Your
Face: Those engineers that put that fuse box where you could get to it, they're the same ones
who thought it'd be a good idea to keep those high-pressure brake lines away from you and
your mug. There's a reason Honda didn't route your Accord's brake lines smack dab in the
middle of your interior: the fluid passing through them exerts more than 1, psi and is hot
enough to scald you. Flare that line wrong or seal that fitting improperly and you'll do more than
singe the hair on your legs. Say Buh-Bye to The Good Life: Cleaning up that engine bay of
yours means getting rid of everything that'd make girls want to ride in your Civic or you mom
want to borrow it. Get rid of 'em. Anti-lock brake systems and brake boosters? Who needs 'em?
When your finished you'll be left with a sweatbox that's harder to steer and more difficult to stop
but with an engine bay that looks just how you'd planned. You'd tuck that whole engine of yours
if you could. But you can't and, in most cases, you can't even hide those rubber-filled lumps of
steel or aluminum that mount it all into your bay. Unless you've got a ''00 Civic or ''01 Integra, in
which case Hasport's got something for you. You know that pair of torque mounts that bolt up
underneath the frame rails and that you typically leave off in hopes of shedding a few pounds?
Hasport's just released its own, which, unlike the factory ones, are strong enough to support
the front half of that engine and transmission of yours and without those left- and right-side
mounts up top that you've never thought of getting rid of. There are all sorts of things standing
in between you and a well-executed engine bay. On the top of that list is you not knowing a lick
about what sort of fittings, adapters, and lines you ought to be using when tucking away those
brake, clutch, and fuel lines. For starters, understand that your brake system's subjected to
massive pressure. The fluid that runs through it is also corrosive; use the wrong sort of hose
and you won't just ruin your paint, you could ruin your face. Follow these here tips and avoid
your own plumbing disaster. For most fluids, just about any steel-braided or nylon-covered
rubber-based hose will work, but for hydraulic brake and clutch lines, be sure to use
Teflon-based hose instead of rubber. AN fittings with their specially designed conical seals
don't require any sort of sealant. Want yours to leak? Wrap it in Teflon tape or put a dab of
silicone on it before tightening it down. Speaking of Teflon tape, leave that to Bubba the
plumber and his crack. When sealant's required, like for pipe-thread fittings, for instance, use
something liquid-based that's less likely to come apart and clog a fuel injector. And while you'll
never be able to thread an AN adapter directly into your car's metric-based master cylinder,
know that there's almost always an adapter to join together two otherwise incompatible
connections. You think those flared brass fittings hanging next to the toilets at Home Depot are

exactly what you need for that fuel line and you couldn't be more wrong. Home improvement
adapters like these rely on a degree flare, unlike AN fittings that are cut to 37 degrees. Combine
the two for an impressive shower of fuel, coolant, or oil under your hood. What's your best
piece of advice for those planning on taking on their own shaved and tucked bay? Frank Garcia,
Downstar Inc. Are windshield wipers important to you? If not, take 'em out. What about power
steering? Write down what you want to keep and what you want to get rid of before starting
anything. People underestimate the work involved when they've never done it before. But once
you do it you'll have a better appreciation for the people who do it day in and day out. What sort
of compromises have got to be made when shaving or tucking a bay? FG: When you're going
for a specific form or look, you're going to have to get rid of some function. There's no way
around it. Obviously, there's a noticeable difference when you remove those things. We
enthusiasts make those sacrifices to build what we dream about. What kind of precautions
would you recommend taking to make sure safety isn't compromised? FG: If you're not
comfortable assembling a brake line or a fuel line, have someone else do it. If something goes
wrong, your car can catch on fire or you can die. RC: Use the right tools for the job. If you're
tucking a brake system, watch a couple of YouTube videos on how to flare hard lines properly.
Same with wiring; watch some videos on how to use a voltmeter and how to properly solder
connections and cover the wire correctly. Most importantly, don't rush it. Always think about
what you're doing and do it right. What are some simple things someone who's not ready for a
full shave and tuck can do to their engine bay? FG: One thing you can do if you've got a Honda
is flip the brake booster upside down. It'll hide the vacuum line down low where you won't see
it. Also, I noticed a huge difference from just adding hardware when I started. RC: Go back to
the basics, like with a simple headlight harness tuck, battery relocation, or hardline-to-AN fuel
conversion. Simple and clean will never go out of style. Downstar Inc. Beauty Washers: You're
not ready for that fully overhauled engine bay yet and that's fine. Downstar's got the
polished-up, low-profile hardware you need to replace those ugly-looking OEM lumps and clean
up that engine bay in a hurry. Downstar's got applications for most popular Japanese cars and
universal hardware that'll work if they don't. Tuckin' Brakes Kits: You're ready to stuff that brake
system of yours underneath the dash but you've got no idea what sort of fittings and lines to
use. Downstar's brake line kits let you stick that proportioning valve out of the way, and since
the lines are professionally assembled and tested, eliminate the chances of your Miata getting
tossed into a wall. Wilwood Brake Master Cylinders: Whether you're looking for a smaller and
lower-profile master cylinder than what your car came with or something that'll allow you to
safely remove that brake booster, Wilwood's probably got an application for you and for about
the same money you'd spend for another stock one. If you drive a turbocharged car, air leaks in
the forced induction system can rob you of all-important power - we give you the quick rundown
of how to troubleshoot suspected boost leaks. SuperStreetOnline how to. Your Guide to a
Proper Shaved and Tucked Bay Everything you need to know about creating a show quality,
super-clean engine compartment. Aaron Bonk â€”. View Photo Gallery 21 Photos. A History
Lesson. Getting It Done. Now's the time to determine what'll stay and what'll go. Use a
felt-tipped pen and mark everything you plan on cutting off or filling. Here, sheet metal's got to
be cut to fit and welded in place before being ground down to a smooth finish. You'll be
removing every bit of it, and that means that your body work better be on point if you want to
avoid cracking paint. Route it through the frame rails to conceal it entirely or bracket and zip-tie
it to the inner fender or frame rails' undersides if you still want access to it. Be sure to consider
suspension travel and wheel movement before settling on any particular path, though. Every
wire's got to be lengthened to reach and, in the case of the larger-gauge wires, should be
replaced entirely with longer, splice-free sections. Look for a location that you can still access
quickly and swap a fuse within should you ever need to. Connector plates like this one from
Rywire allow you to route that mil-spec harness through just about any place on the firewall,
like down low where you'll hardly notice it. You'll need a brake master cylinder that doesn't
require a booster and the ability to bend up and flare whatever lines span from the master
cylinder to the proportioning valve. Here, double-flared hard lines work better than flexible,
steel-braided ones; the more flexible the lines in the system, the more slop you'll feel in that
brake pedal. In some cases, like in Hondaland, you can flip that thing upside-down, relocating
that massive vacuum line down in the depths of your engine bay where you're less likely to see
it. Notice the relocated nipple at the booster's lower left. Know that home improvement store
fittings are nothing at all like the sort of automotive plumbing you know you need and you're
already on the right path. Auto-grade hose ends like these feature flared ends that don't require
any sort of sealant and can be taken apart and tightened back down an infinite number of times.
If you're resourceful, though, you'll know that with the right adapters just about any connection
can be
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made, like this metric-threaded master cylinder that's been hooked up to a conventional AN
fitting. Avoid all of that by starting with a high-quality flaring tool that creates a double flare, just
like the OEMs use. If there's any place you don't want to cut corners, this is it. The Ugly Side of
Shaved and Tucked. Tucked Engine Mounts!? Plumbing and What You're Doing Wrong. The
Goods You Need. No problem. By Aaron Bonk. Japanese European Domestic. Rodrez â€” Feb 5,
Project K24 Pt. Rodrez â€” Nov 16, Rodrez â€” Oct 22, Scott Tsuneishi â€” Oct 22, Rodrez â€”
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